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2016 OceanMAPS 3.0

MOM4 + enkf-c
0.1° resolution -180° to 180°, -75° to 75°



Operational System



2017

OceanMAPS 3.1
MOM5
enkf-c

0.1° resolution -180° to 180°, -75° to 75°
6 member lagged ensemble (2 runs per day, 3 day cycle)


Alignment with reanalysis configuration



MOM5

reproduce current OceanMAPS 3.0 results


MOM4 OFAM configuration mapped to MOM5


Added OceanMAPS 3.0 initialisation code to MOM5


Perform analysis, near real time and forecast runs




MOM5 vs MOM4 Evaluation Method

We employ a matrix factorisation method to quantitatively determine the 
similarity between model outputs

For a given field we determine a set of orthogonal basis functions and 
singular values

Comparison of the orthogonal basis functions for each model run provide 
a measure of similarity between the model outputs

We do not expect MOM4 and MOM5 to produce exactly the same result 
(or should we?)



MOM4

MOM5



MOM4

MOM5



2018/2019

OceanMAPS 4.0
MOM5 + CICE

enkf-c
Increase in ensemble member size (≥10)



2020/2021

OceanMAPS 5.0
MOM6/?
CICE/?

WaveWatch/?
Coupled Data Assimilation





AUSWAVE-G
WAVEWATCH III (WW3) v4.18 (2016)

This included the use of a new physical spectral 
source term package (as used operational at 
NOAA/NCEP) 

Forced by APS2 ACCESS-G surface winds






	
Spatial resolution 25 km
Forecast length 10 days

Uses sub-grid-scale blocking to resolve small features (i.e. islands, reefs, atolls)

Ice concentration constant for entire forecast period

Ice used as threshold to determine if a grid point is masked as ‘land’




Sea Ice WW3

irregular	grids	

Erick	Rogers	and	Tim	Campbell,	NRL	

Various grid types (e.g. curvilinear, unstructured, spherical multiple cell)

Interfaced with OASIS3-MCT to allow coupling with atmosphere and/or ocean 
models

Dynamical sub-grid-scale blocking to represent moving icebergs

Sea ice features (up-coming release):

4 wave dissipation options
2 wave scattering options





Analysis Systems
•  http://130.56.244.252/
•  Web Data Service, Hosted at NCI

•  http://godae.bom.gov.au:8080/thredds
•  OPeNDAP server, Hosted at BoM









web visualisation service 
justin freeman 

duan beckett



opengl 
custom API + glsl support  
multiple frame buffer objects  

windowless, hardware accelerated rendering 
real time H.264 encoding  
threaded texture manager  
high resolution output (8000x4000 and beyond)





webgl 
javascript API for 3D and 2D graphics  
provides hardware accelerated 3D in compatible browsers 
OpenGL ES 2.0



threejs.org 
javascript library for 3D 
supports HTML5 canvas, SVG and webgl  
threejs.org



visualization service 
implement a webgl UI 
	 +cross platform 

	 +cross browser 
fast opengl rendering on web server  
high quality output 
engagement with large data products 
enable creativity and encourage exploration 



flight 
jillong.bom.gov.au/flight



user interface  



double click to add a control point



right click to delete a control point



select and drag a control point



double click a control point to edit properties



preview camera flight path in the browser



select field



select date



create



+titles +logos +colorbars



gallery



play, edit, copy and delete from the gallery



development 
+ data sets 
+ renderers 
server side processing 
improve UI 



demo



advection



regional



tsunami



bathymetry



seasonal



boolean geometry



video textures 
godae.bom.gov.au/eview_africa/globe


